PLAY AT THE PITT! 
FIND THE TOYS, GAMES AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS 
AND HAVE FUN PLAYING IN THE MUSEUM!

1. Brr! These **game pieces** are from somewhere cold! Where in the world are they from?

   ![Game piece image]

   **Hint:** The place name begins with S!

   Do you think these games pieces have an interesting shape?

   **Choose your favourite piece and complete the drawing by filling in the details!**

2. Find the musical **mbiras**! Which one do you think has the most keys? Try counting them!

   **Bonus question:** Which song would you play on a mbira?

   **Sing it aloud if you like!**

3. **Spot the difference!**

   Look up- can you see the **4 puppets** standing in a row?

   Say aloud or write down 4 differences between them:

   ![Puppets image]
4. Squint and see if you can spot the tiny **cheess set**. What colour is it?

Did you know Knights move in L shapes and Bishops move diagonally?

*Mover like a knight or zig-zag like a bishop until you reach the door to the top floor!*

5. The two **dolls** have invited you for tea! Draw your dream cake that you would bring to their tea party:

6. The animals went in two by two! Which animals can you see on **Noah's Ark**? Use the word jumbles if you need a hint!

7. Look carefully at the 'monkey-trap' toy in the case. Do you think your fingers would fit inside?

Start from the star and find your way out of this finger trap maze to exit the top floor!